Random fields are useful mathematical objects in the characterization of non-deterministic complex systems. A fundamental issue in the evolution of dynamical systems is how intrinsic properties of such structures change in time. In this paper, we propose to quantify how changes in the spatial dependence structure affect the Riemannian metric tensor that equips the model's parametric space. Defining Fisher curves, we measure the variations in each component of the metric tensor when visiting different entropic states of the system. Simulations show that the geometric deformations induced by the metric tensor in case of a decrease in the inverse temperature are not reversible for an increase of the same amount, provided there is significant variation in the system's entropy: the process of taking a system from a lower entropy state A to a higher entropy state B and then bringing it back to A, induces a natural intrinsic one-way direction of evolution. In this context, Fisher curves resemble mathematical models of hysteresis in which the natural orientation is pointed by an arrow of time.
Introduction
Over the years, the study and characterization of complex systems have become a major research topic in many areas of science [1, 2] . Part of this massive interest is due to a common requirement in the modeling and analysis of several natural phenomena existing in the world around us: to understand how relationships between pieces of information give rise to collective behaviors among different scale levels of a system [3, 4] . Reasons for the appearance of this complexity are countless and are not completely known. Often, in complex systems, the interaction between the components is highly non-linear and/or non-deterministic, which brings several challenges that prevent us from getting a better understanding of the underlying processes that govern the global behavior of such structures [5, 6] .
With the growing volume of data that is being produced in the world these days, the notion of information is more present and relevant in any scale of modern society [7] . In this scenario, where data plays a central role in science, an essential step in order to learn, understand and assess the rules governing complex phenomena that are part of our world is not only the mining of relevant symbols along this vast ocean of data, but especially the identification and further classification of these patterns [8, 9] . After the pieces of information are put together and the relationship between them is somehow uncovered, a clearer picture start to emerge, as in the solution of an intricate puzzle. In this paradigm, computational tools for data analysis and simulations are a fundamental component of this data-driven knowledge discovery process [10] .
In this context, random fields are particularly interesting mathematical structures [11] . First, it is possible to replace the usual statistical independence assumption by a more realistic conditional independence hypothesis [12] . In other words, unlike most classical stochastic models, we can incorporate the dependence between random variables in a formal and elegant way. This is a key aspect when one needs to study how local interactions can lead to the emergence of global effects. Second, if we constrain the size of the maximum clique to be two, that is, we assume only binary relationships, then we have a pairwise interaction Markov model, which is mathematically tractable [12, 13] . Finally, considering that the coupling parameter is invariant and isotropic, all the information regarding the spatial dependence structure of the random field is conveyed by a single scalar parameter, from now on denoted by β. In
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the physics literature, this parameter is referred as the inverse temperature of the system, and plays an important role in statistical mechanics and thermodynamics [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] .
Random fields have been used with success in several areas of science from a long time ago [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] . Recently, information geometry has emerged as an unified approach in the study and characterization of the parametric spaces of random variables by combining knowledge from two distinct mathematical fields: differential geometry and information theory [28] [29] [30] [31] . However, most information geometry studies are focused in the classical assumption of independent samples drawn from exponential family of distributions [33] [34] [35] . Little is known about information geometry on random fields, more precisely, about how the geometric properties of the parametric space of these models are characterized. Although some related work can be found in the literature [36] [37] [38] [39] , there are still plenty of room for contributions in this field.
Along centuries many researchers have studied the concept of time [40] [41] [42] . During our investigations, some questions that motivated this research were based on the relation between time and complexity: what are the causes to the emergence of complexity in dynamical systems? Is it possible to measure complex behavior along time? What is time? Why does time seem to flow in one single direction? How to characterize time in a complex system? We certainly do not have definitive answers to all these questions, but in an attempt to study the effect of time in the emergence of complexity in dynamical systems, this paper proposes to investigate an information-theoretic approach to understand these phenomena in random fields composed by Gaussian variables. Our study focuses on the information theory perspective, motivated by the connection between Fisher information and the geometric structure of stochastic models, provided by information geometry.
The main goal of this paper is to characterize the information geometry of Gaussian random fields, through the derivation of the full metric tensor of the model's parametric space. Basically, we want to sense each component of this Riemannian metric g as we perform positive and negative displacements in the inverse temperature "axis" in order to measure the geometric deformations induced to the underlying manifold (parametric space). It is known that when the inverse temperature parameter is zero, the model degenerates to a regular Gaussian distribution, whose parametric space exhibit constant negative curvature (hyperbolic geometry) [43] . It is quite intuitive to think that the shape and topology of the parametric space has a deep connection with the distances between random fields operating in different regimes, which is crucial in characterizing the behavior of such systems. To do so, we propose to investigate how the metric tensor components change while the system navigates through different entropic states.
In summary, we want to track all the deformations in the metric tensor from an initial configuration A, in which temperature is infinite (β = 0), to a final state B, in which temperature is much lower. Additionally, we want to repeat this process of measuring the deformations induced by the metric tensor, but now starting at B and finishing at A. If the sequence of deformations A→B is different from the sequence of deformations B→A, it means that the process of taking the random field from an initial lower entropic state A to a final higher entropic state B and bring it back to A induces a natural intrinsic one way direction of evolution: an arrow of time. In practical terms, our proposal consists in using information geometry as a mathematical tool to measure the emergence of an intrinsic notion of time in random fields in which temperature is allowed to deviate from infinity [45] .
Since we are restraining our analysis only to Gaussian random fields, which are mathematically tractable, exact expressions for the components of the full metric tensor are explicitly derived. Computational simulations using Markov-Chain Monte Carlo algorithms [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] [52] [53] validate our hypothesis that the emergence of an arrow of time in random fields is possibly a consequence of asymmetric deformations in the metric tensor of the statistical manifold when the inverse temperature parameter is disturbed. However, in searching for a solution to this main problem in question, two major drawbacks have to be overcome: 1) the information equality does not hold for β > 0, which means that we have two different versions of Fisher information; and 2) the computation of the expected Fisher information (the components of the metric tensor) requires knowledge of the inverse temperature parameter for each configuration of the random field. The solution for the first sub-problem consists in deriving not one but two possible metric tensors: one using type-I Fisher information and another using type-II Fisher information. For the second sub-problem our solution was to perform maximum pseudo-likelihood estimation in order to accelerate computation by avoiding calculations with the partition function in the joint Gibbs distribution. Besides, these two sub-problems share an important connection: it has been verified that the two types of Fisher information play a fundamental role in quantifying the uncertainty in the maximum pseudo-likelihood estimation of the inverse temperature parameter β through the definition of the asymptotic variance of this estimator [45] .
In the following, we describe a brief outline of the paper. In Section 2 we define the pairwise GaussianMarkov random field (GMRF) model and discuss some basic statistical properties. In addition, we provide an alternative description of the evolving complex system (random field) as a non-deterministic finite automata in which each cell may assume an infinite number of states. In Section 3 the complete characterization of the metric tensor of the underlying Riemannian manifold in terms of Fisher information is detailed. Section 4 discusses maximum pseudo-likelihood, a technique for estimating the inverse temperature parameter given a single snapshot of the random field. Section 5 presents the concept of Fisher curve, a geometrical tool to study the evolution of complex systems modelled by random fields by quantifying the deformations induced to the parametric space by the metric tensor. Section 6 shows the computational simulations using Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) algorithms, the obtained results and some final remarks. Finally, Section 7 presents the conclusions of the paper.
The Random Field Model
The objective of this section is to introduce the random field model, characterizing some basic statistical properties. Gaussian random fields are important models in dealing with spatially dependent continuous random variables, once they provide a general framework for studying non-linear interactions between elements of a stochastic complex system along time. One of the main advantages of these models is the mathematical tractability, which allows us to derive exact closed-form expressions for two relevant quantities in this investigation: 1) estimators for the inverse temperature parameter; and 2) the expected Fisher information matrix (the Riemannian metric of the underlying parametric space manifold). According to the Hammersley-Clifford theorem [54] , which states the equivalence between Gibbs random fields (global models) and Markov random fields (local models) it is possible to characterize an isotropic pairwise Gaussian random field by a set of local conditional density functions (LCDF's), avoiding computations with the joint Gibbs distribution (due to the partition function).
Definition 1 An isotropic pairwise Gaussian Markov random field regarding a local neighborhood system η i defined on a lattice S = {s 1 , s 2 , . . . , s n } is completely characterized by a set of n local conditional density functions p(x i |η i , θ), given by:
with θ = (µ, σ 2 , β) the parameters vector, where µ and σ 2 are respectively the expected value (mean) and the variance of the random variables in the field, and β is the inverse temperature or coupling parameter, which is responsible for controlling the global spatial dependence structure of the system. Note that if β = 0, the model degenerates to the usual Gaussian model for independent random variables. Definition 2 A model p X| θ belongs to the K parametric exponential family if it can be expressed as:
is vector of natural sufficient statistics, d( θ) is an arbitrary function of the parameters and S (X) is an arbitrary function of the observations. A model is called curved if the dimensionality K of both c and T (number of natural sufficient statistics) is greater than the dimensionality D of the parameter vector θ (number of parameters in the model). For instance, considering a sample X = {x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n } of the isotropic pairwise Gaussian Markov random field model in which ∆ denotes the support of the neighborhood system (i.e, 4, 8, 12, etc.), we can express the joint conditional distribution, which is the basis for the definition of the pseudo-likelihood function [12] , as:
By observing the above equation, it is possible to identify the following correspondence:
with S(X) = 0 and
Note that the model is a member of the curved exponential family, since even though the parametric space is a 3D manifold, the dimensionality of c and T is more than that (there is a total of 5 different natural sufficient statistics, more than one for each parameter). Once again, notice that for β = 0, the mathematical structure is reduced to the traditional Gaussian model where both vectors c and T are 2 dimensional, perfectly matching the dimension of the parameters vector θ = µ, σ 2 :
where now we have S(X) = 0 and:
Hence, from a geometric perspective, as the inverse temperature parameter in a random field deviates from zero, a complex deformation process transforms the underlying parametric space (a 2D manifold) into a completely different structure (a 3D manifold). It has been shown that the geometric structure of regular exponential family distributions exhibit constant curvature. It is also known that from an information geometry perspective [29, 55] , the natural Riemannian metric of these probability distribution manifolds is given by the Fisher information matrix. However, little is known about information geometry on more general statistical models, such as random field models. In this paper, our primary objective is to study, from an information theory perspective, how changes in the inverse temperature parameter affect the metric tensor of the Gaussian Markov random field model. The idea is that by measuring these components (Fisher information) we are capturing and quantifying an important complex deformation process induced by the metric tensor into the parametric space as temperature is disturbed. Our main goal is to investigate how displacements in the inverse temperature parameter direction ("β axis") affect the metric tensor and as a consequence, the geometry of the parametric space of random fields.
Random Fields Dynamics as Non-deterministic Cellular Automata
The evolution of a random field from a given initial configuration is a dynamical process that can be viewed as the simulation of a non-deterministic cellular automata in which each cell has a probability to accept a new behavior depending on the behaviors of the neighboring cells in the grid. Essentially, this is what is done by Markov Chain Monte Carlo algorithms to perform random walks throughout the state space of a random field model during a sampling process.
In this paper a cellular automata is considered as a continuous dynamical system defined on a discrete space (2D rectangular lattice). The system is governed by local rules defined in terms of the neighborhood of the cells in a way that these laws describe how the cellular automata evolves in time.
Definition 3 A discrete-space cellular automata can be represented as a sextuple Ω = (S, I, f, f 0 , η, φ), where [44] :
• S is a n-dimensional lattice of the Euclidean space n , consisting of cells s i , i ∈ N ;
• I is a set of states for each cell (in our model I = is an infinite continuous set that represents the outcome of a Gaussian random variable to express an infinite number of possible behaviors);
• An output function f : S × N → I maps the state of a cell s i at a discrete time t, denoted by f (s i , t);
• f 0 is an initial configuration (in our model it is a random configuration generated by the outputs of |S| independent gaussian variables);
• A neighborhood function η : S → S ∆ yields every cell s i to a finite sequence η i ∈ S ∆ so that
has ∆ distinct cells s j (∆ is the support of the neighborhood system);
• A transition function φ : S ∆ → S describes the rules governing the dynamics of every cell s i ∈ S so that:
Thus, the resulting cellular automata characterization for our particular random field model is given by: S is the 2D rectangular lattice, I is the real line (to allow each cell to express an infinite number of possible behaviors), an output f is performed by sampling from the probability density function of a given cell s i (the LCDF of the random field model as given by equation 1), the neighborhood function η is the usual Moore neighborhood (the 8 nearest neighbors) and the transition function φ is defined in terms of the Metropolis-Hastings acceptance rate. To do so, let P be defined as:
where bothx i and x i are two different outputs for a cell s i . In other words,x i and x i denote two possible values for f (s i , t). Let P = min{1, P } be the minimum value between 1 and P . Then, the transition function is given by:
where the parameter P used to compute P can be written as:
Some observations are important at this point. First, the rule for the non-deterministic automata can be put in words as: generate a new candidate for the behavior of the cell s i , compute P and accept the new behavior with probability P or keep the old behavior with probability 1 − P . The crucial part however is the analysis of the transition function in terms of the spatial dependence structure of the random field, controlled by the inverse temperature parameter. Note that, when β → 0, the second term of equation (11) (inside the parenthesis) vanishes, indicating that the transition function favors behaviors that are similar to the global one, indicated in this model by the expected value or simply the µ parameter. In this scenario, new behaviors are considered probable if they fit the global one. On the other hand, when β grows significantly, this second term, which is a measure of local adjustment, becomes increasingly relevant to the transition function. In these situations, the cells try to adjust their behaviors to the behavior of the nearest neighbors, ignoring the global structure. Figure 1 illustrates two distinct configurations regarding the evolution of a Gaussian random field. The left one corresponds to the initial random configuration in which the inverse temperature parameter β is zero. The right image is the configuration obtained after 200 steps of evolution for β starting at zero and with regular and fixed increments of ∆β = 0.005 in each iteration. Different colors encode different behaviors for the cells in the grid. Note the major difference between the two scenarios described above. Figure 1 . Different configurations representing a non-deterministic cellular automata. Global versus local adjustment according to the spatial dependence structure induced by the inverse temperature parameter β.
In summary, our main research goal with this paper is to investigate how changes in the inverse temperature parameter affect the transition function of a non-deterministic cellular automata modeled according to a Gaussian random field. This investigation is focused in the analysis of Fisher information, a measure deeply related to the geometry of the underlying random field model's parametric space, since it provides the basic mathematical tool for the definition of the metric tensor (natural Riemannian metric) of this complex statistical manifold.
The Metric Tensor for Gaussian Random Fields
In this section, we discuss how information geometry can be applied in the characterization of the statistical manifold of Gaussian random fields by the definition of the proper Riemannian metric, given by the Fisher information matrix. Information geometry has been a relevant research area since the pioneering works of Shun'ichi Amari [28, 29] in the 80's, developed by the application of theoretical differential geometry methods to the study of mathematical statistics. Since then, this field has been expanded and successfully explored by researchers in a wide range of science areas, from statistical physics and quantum mechanics to game theory and machine learning.
Essentially, information geometry can be viewed as a branch of information theory that provides a robust and geometrical treatment to most parametric models in mathematical statistics (belonging to the exponential family of distributions). Within this context, it is possible to investigate how two distinct independent random variables from the same parametric model are related in terms of intrinsic geometric features. For instance, in this framework it is possible to measure distances between two Gaussian random variables
Basically, when we analyse isolated random variables (that is, they are independent), the scenario is extensively known, with the underlying statistical manifolds being completely characterized. However, little is known about the scenario in which we have several variables interacting with each other (in other words, the inverse temperature parameter is not null). In geometric terms, this imply the emergence of an extra dimension in the statistical manifold, and therefore, in the metric tensor. We will see in the following subsections that the emergence of this inverse temperature parameter (β) strongly affects all the components of the original metric tensor.
Suppose p(x| θ) is a statistical model belonging to the exponential family, where θ denotes the parameters vector of the model. Then, the collection of all admissible vectors θ defines the parametric space Θ, which has shown to be a Riemannian manifold. Moreover, it has been shown that in the Gaussian case, the underlying manifold is a surface with constant negative curvature, defining its geometry as hyperbolic [31, 55] . Since the parametric space Θ is not an Euclidean space, it follows that the manifold is curved. Thus, to make the computation of distances and arc lengths in Θ possible, it is necessary to express an infinitesimal displacement ds in the manifold in an adaptive or locally way. Roughly speaking, that is the reason why a manifold must be equipped with a metric tensor, which is the mathematical structure responsible for the definition of inner products in the local tangent spaces. With the metric tensor it is possible to express the square of an infinitesimal displacement in the manifold, ds 2 , as a function of an infinitesimal displacement in the tangent space, which in case of a 2D manifold is given by a vector [du, dv] . Assuming a matrix notation we have:
where the matrix of coefficients A, B, e C is the metric tensor. If the metric tensor is a positive definite matrix, the manifold is is known as Riemannian. Note that in the Euclidean case, where the metric tensor is the identity matrix (since the space is flat), we have the known Pitagorean relation ds 2 = du 2 + dv 2 .
Fisher information
Since its definition, in the works of Sir Ronald Fisher [32] , the concept of Fisher information has been present in an ubiquitous manner throughout mathematical statistics, playing an important role in several applications, from numerical estimation methods based on the Newton-Raphson iteration to the definition of lower bounds in unbiased estimation (Cramer-Rao lower bound). More recently, with the development of information geometry, another fundamental role of Fisher information in statistical models has been discovered: it defines intrinsic geometric properties of the parametric space of a model, by characterizing the metric tensor of the respective manifold. In other words, the Fisher information matrix is the natural Riemannian metric of the manifold (parametric space), given a statistical model. Roughly speaking, Fisher information can be thought as a likelihood analog to entropy, which is often used as a measure of uncertainty, but it is based in probability, not likelihood. Basically, in the context of information theory, Fisher information measures the amount of information a random sample conveys about an unknown parameter.
Definition 4 Let p(X; θ) be a probability density function where θ = (θ 1 , . . . , θ n ) ∈ Θ is the parametric vector. The Fisher information matrix, which is the natural Riemannian metric of the parametric space, is defined as:
It is known from the statistical inference theory that information equality holds for independent observations from the regular exponential family of distributions. In other words, it is possible to compute the expected Fisher information matrix of a model by two different but equivalent ways (since the integration and differentiation operators can be interchangeable), defining the condition known as the information equality:
In this investigation we replace p(X; θ) by the local conditional density function of an isotropic pairwise Gaussian random field (equation 1). More details on how this LCDF is used to build the pseudo-likelihood function are presented in the next sections of the paper.
However, what we observe is that, given the intrinsic spatial dependence structure of random field models, induced by the existence of an inverse temperature parameter, information equality is not a natural condition. In general, when the inverse temperature parameter gradually drifts apart from zero (temperature deviates from infinity), this notion of information "equilibrium" fails. Thus, in dealing with random field models, we have to consider two different versions of Fisher information, from now on denoted by type-I (due to the first derivative operator in the log likelihood function) and type-II (due to the second derivative operator). Eventually, when certain conditions are satisfied, these two values of information converge to a unique bound. One trivial condition for the information equality is to have β = 0, which means an infinite temperature (there is no induced spatial dependence structure since the variables are independent and the model degenerates to a regular exponential family density).
Therefore, in random fields, these two versions of Fisher information play distinct roles, especially in quantifying the uncertainty in the estimation of the inverse temperature parameter, as we will see in future sections.
The Riemannian Metric: Characterizing the Metric Tensor
In this section we present the derivation of all components of the metric tensor g in an isotropic pairwise Gaussian Markov random field model. The complete characterization of both versions of the metric tensor, using type-I and type-II Fisher information is discussed in details. For purposes of notation, we define these tensors as:
and
where g (1) ( θ) is the type-I Fisher information matrix and g (2) ( θ) is the type-II Fisher information matrix.
The g (1) ( θ) Metric Tensor
In the following, we proceed with the definition of the type-I Fisher information matrix. The first component of g (1) ( θ) is given by:
where p(X; θ) is the replaced by the LCDF of the Gaussian random field, given by equation (1) . Plugging the equations and computing the derivatives leads to:
where ∆ denotes the support of the neighborhood system (in our case ∆ = 8 since we have a secondorder system), σ ij denotes the covariance between the central variable x i and one of its neighbors x j ∈ η i and σ jk denotes the covariance between two variables x j and x k in the neighborhood η i . The second component of the g (1) ( θ) metric tensor is:
which leads to:
Note that second term of equation (20) is zero since:
The expansion of the first term in (20) leads to:
Note that the first term of (22) is zero for Gaussian random variables since every central moment of odd order is null. According to the Isserlis' theorem [56] , it is trivial to see that in fact all the other terms are null. Therefore, I
(1) µσ 2 ( θ) = 0. We now proceed to the third component of g (1) ( θ), defined by:
Replacing the equations and manipulating the resulting expressions leads to:
Once again, all the higher-order moments are a product of an odd number of Gaussian random variables so by the Isserlis's theorem they all vanish, resulting in I (1) µβ ( θ) = 0. For the next component, I
(1) σ 2 µ ( θ), we have:
since I
(1) µσ 2 ( θ) = 0 and changing the order of the product does not affect the expected value. Proceeding to the fifth component of the metric tensor g (1) ( θ) we have to compute:
which is given by:
In order to simplify the calculations, we expand each one of the expected values separately. The first expectation leads to the following equality:
In the expansion of the second expectation term note that:
leading to five novel expectation terms. Using the Isserlis' theorem for gaussian distributed random variables, it is possible to express the higher-order moments as functions of second-order moments. Therefore, after some algebra we have:
The next component of the metric tensor is:
The first expectation can be simplified to:
The expansion of the second expectation leads to:
Thus, by applying the Isserlis' equation to compute the higher-order cross moments as functions of second-order moments, and after some algebraic manipulations, we have:
Moving forward to the next components, it is easy to verify that I
(1)
µβ ( θ) = 0 and I
, since the order of the products in the expectation is irrelevant for the final result. Finally, the last component of the metric tensor g (1) ( θ) is defined as:
Using the Isserlis' formula and after some algebra, we have:
Therefore, we conclude that the type-I Fisher information matrix of an isotropic pairwise Gaussian random field model has the following structure:
where x = x( θ), y = y( θ), z = z( θ) and w = w( θ) are the coefficients used to define how we compute an infinitesimal displacement in the manifold (parametric space) around the point p = (µ, σ 2 , β):
With this we have completely characterized the type-I Fisher information matrix of the isotropic pairwise Gaussian random field model (metric tensor for the parametric space). Note that, from the structure of the Fisher information matrix we see that the parameter µ is orthogonal to both σ 2 and β. In the following, we proceed with the definition of the type-II Fisher information matrix.
Considerations about the Information Equality
In the following, we provide a brief discussion based on [57, 58] about the information equality condition, which is a valid property for several probability density function belonging to the exponential family. For purposes of simplification we consider the uniparametric case, knowing that the extension to multiparametric models is quite natural. Let X be a random variable with a probability density function p(X; θ). Note that:
By the product rule we have:
which is leads to
Rearranging the terms and applying the expectation operator gives us:
By the definition of expected value, the previous expression can be rewritten as:
Under certain regularity conditions, it is possible to differentiate under the integral sign by interchanging differentiation and integration operators, which implies in:
leading to the information equality condition. According to [57] , these regularity conditions can fail for two main reasons: 1) the density function p(X|θ) may not tail off rapidly enough to ensure the convergence of the integral; 2) the range of integration (the set in X for which p(X|θ) is non-zero) may depend on the parameter θ. However, note that in the general case the integral defined by equation (46) is exactly the difference between the two types of Fisher information, or in a more geometric perspective, between the respective components of the metric tensors g (1) ( θ) and g (2) ( θ):
We will see in the experiments that these measures (Fisher information), more precisely I
ββ ( θ) and I (2) ββ ( θ), play an important role in signaling changes in the system's entropy along an evolution of the random field.
The g (2) ( θ) Metric Tensor
By using the second derivative of the log likelihood function, we can compute an alternate metric tensor, given by the type-II Fisher information matrix. The first component of the tensor g (2) ( θ) is:
where ∆ = 8 is the size of the neighborhood system. The second component is defined by:
resulting in
Similarly, the third component of the metric tensor is null, since we have:
Proceeding to the fourth component, it is straightforward to see that I 2 σ µ( θ) = 0, since changing the order of the partial derivative operators is irrelevant to the final result. For now, note that both I 
The next component of the metric tensor g (2) ( θ) is: 
βµ ( θ) = I
µβ ( θ) = 0 and I (2)
σ 2 β ( θ). Finally, we have the last component of the Fisher information matrix:
Once again, note that I
ββ ( θ) is an approximation to I
ββ ( θ) (equation 38) where higher-order functions of the parameters σ 2 and β are suppressed. It is clear that the difference between the components of the two metric tensors g (1) ( θ) and g (2) ( θ) is significant when the inverse temperature parameter is not null. On the other hand, the global structure of g (2) ( θ) is essentially the same of g (1) ( θ), implying that the definition of ds 2 is identical to the previous case, but with different coefficients for (dµ)
and (dβ)(dσ 2 ). Note also that when the inverse temperature parameter is fixed at zero, both metric tensors converge to:
where ∆ = 8 is a constant defining the support of the neighborhood system. This is exactly the Fisher information matrix of a traditional Gaussian random variable X ∼ N (µ, σ 2 ) (excluding the third row and column), as it would be expected.
Expressing Fisher information in tensorial notation
In order to simplify the notations and also to make computations faster, the expressions for the components of the metric tensors g (1) ( θ) and g (2) ( θ) can be rewritten in a matrix-vector form using a tensor notation. Let Σ p be the covariance matrix of the random vectors p i , i = 1, 2, . . . , n, obtained by lexicographic ordering the local configuration patterns x i ∪η i for a snapshot of the system (a static configuration X (t) ). In this work, we choose a second-order neighborhood system, making each local configuration pattern a 3 × 3 patch. Thus, since each vector p i has 9 elements, the resulting covariance matrix Σ p is 9 × 9. Let Σ − p be the sub-matrix of dimensions 8 × 8 obtained by removing the central row and central column of Σ p (these elements are the covariances between the central variable x i and each one of its neighbors x j ∈ η i ). Also, let ρ be the vector of dimensions 8 × 1 formed by all the elements of the central row of Σ p , excluding the middle one (which denotes the variance of x i actually). Fig. 2 illustrates the process of decomposing the covariance matrix Σ p into the sub-matrix Σ − p and the vector ρ in an isotropic pairwise GMRF model defined on a second-order neighborhood system (considering the 8 nearest neighbors). Given the above, we can express the elements of the Fisher information matrix in a tensorial form using Kronecker products. The following definitions provide a computationally efficient way to numerically evaluate g (1) ( θ) exploring tensor products.
Definition 5 Let an isotropic pairwise Gaussian Markov random field be defined on a lattice S = {s 1 , s 2 , . . . , s n } with a neighborhood system η i of size ∆ (usual choices for ∆ are even values: 4, 8, 12, 20, 24,...). Assuming that the set X (t) = {x
n } denotes the global configuration of the system at iteration t, and both ρ and Σ − p are defined according to Figure 2 , the components of the metric tensor g (1) ( θ) (Fisher information matrix) can be expressed as:
where A + denotes the summation of all the entries of the vector/matrix A (not to be confused with the norm) and ⊗ denotes the Kronecker (tensor) product. Similarly, we can express the components of the metric tensor g (2) ( θ) in this form.
Definition 6
Let an isotropic pairwise Gaussian Markov random field be defined on a lattice S = {s 1 , s 2 , . . . , s n } with a neighborhood system η i of size ∆ (usual choices for ∆ are even values: 4, 8, 12, 20, 24,...). Assuming that the set X (t) = {x
n } denotes the global configuration of the system at iteration t, and both ρ and Σ − p are defined according to Figure 2 , the components of the metric tensor g (2) ( θ) (Fisher information matrix) can be expressed as:
From the above equations it is clear to see that the components of g (2) ( θ) are approximations to the components of g (1) ( θ), obtained by discarding the higher-order terms (the cross Kronecker products vanish).
Entropy in Gaussian random fields
Entropy is one of the most ubiquitous concepts in science, with applications in a large number of research fields. In information theory, Shannon entropy is the most widely know statistical measure related to a random variable, since it often characterizes a degree of uncertainty about any source of information [59] . Similarly, in statistical physics, entropy plays an important role in thermodynamics, being a relevant measure in the the study and analysis of complex dynamical systems [60] . In this paper, we try to understand entropy in a more geometrical perspective, by means of its relation to Fisher information.
Our definition of entropy in a Gaussian random field is done by repeating the same process employed to derive the Fisher information matrices. Knowing that the entropy of random variable x is defined by the expected value of self-information, given by −log p(x), we have the following definition.
Definition 7 Let a pairwise GMRF be defined on a lattice S = {s 1 , s 2 , . . . , s n } with a neighborhood system η i . Assuming that the set of observations X (t) = {x
n } denote the global configuration of the system at time t, then the entropy H β for this state X (t) is given by:
Note that, for β = 0 the expression is reduced to the entropy of a simple Gaussian random variable, as it would be expected. By using the tensor notation, we have:
where H G denotes the entropy of a Gaussian random variable with mean µ and variance σ 2 , and I (2) ββ ( θ) is a component of the Fisher information matrix g (2) ( θ). In other words, entropy is related to Fisher information. We will see in the experimental results that the analysis of Fisher information can bring us insights in predicting whether the entropy of the system is increasing or decreasing.
Maximum Pseudo-Likelihood Estimation
A fundamental step in our simulations is the computation of the Fisher information matrix (metric tensor components) and entropy, given an output of the random field model. All these measures are function of the model parameters, more precisely, of the variance and the inverse temperature. In all the experiments conducted in this investigation, the Gaussian random field parameters µ and σ 2 are both estimated by the sample mean and variance, respectively, using the maximum likelihood estimatives. However, maximum likelihood estimation is intractable for the inverse temperature parameter estimation (β), due to the existence of the partition function in the joint Gibbs distribution. An alternative, proposed by Besag [12] , is to perform maximum pseudo-likelihood estimation, which is based on the conditional independence principle. The basic idea with this proposal is to replace the independence assumption by a more flexible conditional independence hypothesis, allowing us to use the local conditional density functions of the random field model in the definition of a likelihood function, called pseudo-likelihood.
It has been shown that maximum likelihood estimators are asymptotically efficient, that is, the uncertainty in the estimation of unknown parameters is minimized. In order to quantify the uncertainty in the estimation of the inverse temperature parameter, it is necessary to compute the asymptotic variance of the maximum pseudo-likelihood estimator. We will see later that the components I ββ ( θ) of both tensors g (1) ( θ) and g (2) ( θ) are crucial in quantifying this uncertainty. First, we need to define the pseudo-likelihood function of a random field model.
Definition 8
Let an isotropic pairwise Markov random field model be defined on a rectangular lattice S = {s 1 , s 2 , . . . , s n } with a neighborhood system η i . Assuming that X (t) = {x
n } denotes the set corresponding to the observations at a time t (a snapshot of the random field), the pseudo-likelihood function of the model is defined by:
where θ = (µ, σ 2 , β). The pseudo-likelihood function is the product of the local conditional density functions throughout the field viewed as a function of the model parameters. For an isotropic pairwise Gaussian Markov random field, the pseudo-likelihood function is given by plugging equation (1) into equation (68):
By differentiating equation (69) with respect to β and properly solving the pseudo-likelihood equation, we obtain the following estimator for the inverse temperature parameter:
Assuming that the random field is defined on a retangular 2D lattice where the cardinality of the neighborhood system is fixed (∆), the maximum pseudo-likelihood estimator for the inverse temperature parameter can be rewritten as:β
which means that we can also compute this estimative from the covariance matrix of the configuration patterns. In other words, given a snapshot of the system at an instant t, X (t) , all the measures we need are based solely in the matrix Σ p . Therefore, in terms of information geometry, a sequence of Gaussian random field outputs in time can be summarized into a sequence of covariance matrices. In computational terms, it means a huge reduction in the volume of data.
In our computational simulations, we fix initial values for the parameters µ, σ 2 and β, and at each iteration an infinitesimal displacement in the inverse temperature (β axis) is performed. A new random field output is generated for each iteration and in order to avoid any degree of supervision throughout the process of computing the entropy and both Fisher information metrics of each configuration, the unknown model parameters are properly estimated from data.
However, in estimating the inverse temperature parameter of random fields via maximum pseudolikelihood, a relevant question emerges: how to measure the uncertainty in the estimation of β? Is it possible to quantify this uncertainty? We will see that both versions of Fisher information play a central role in answering this question.
Uncertainty in the Estimation of the Inverse Temperature
It is known from the statistical inference literature that both maximum likelihood and maximum pseudolikelihood estimators share an important property: asymptotic normality [61, 62] . It is possible, therefore, to characterize their behavior in the limiting case by knowing the asymptotic variance. A limitation from maximum pseudo-likelihood approach is that there is no result proving that this method is asymptotically efficient (maximum likelihood estimators have been shown to be asymptotically efficient since in the limiting case their variance reaches the Cramer-Rao lower bound). It is known that the asymptotic variance of the inverse temperature parameter in an isotropic pairwise GMRF is given by [45] :
ββ ( θ)
showing that in the information equilibrium condition, that is, I
ββ ( θ), we have the traditional Cramer-Rao lower bound, given by the inverse of the Fisher information.
A very simple interpretation of this equation indicates that the uncertainty in the estimation of the inverse temperature parameter is reduced when I (1) ββ ( θ) is minimized and I (2) ββ ( θ) is maximized. Essentially, it means that most local patterns must be aligned to the expected global behavior and, in average, the local likelihood functions should not be flat (indicating that there is a small number of candidates for β).
Fisher Curves and the Information Space
(2) θiθj ( θ) and H β , we have access to three important information theoretic measures regarding a global configuration X (t) of the random field. We call the 3D space generated by these 3 measures, the information space. A point in this space represents the value of that specific component of the metric tensor, I θiθj ( θ), when the system's entropy value is H(β). This allows us to define the Fisher curves of the system.
Definition 9
Let an isotropic pairwise GMRF model be defined on a lattice S = {s 1 , s 2 , . . . , s n } with a neighborhood system η i and X (β1) , X (β2) , . . . , X (βn) be a sequence of outcomes (global configurations) produced by different values of β i (inverse temperature parameters) for which A = β M IN = β 1 < β 2 < · · · < β n = β M AX = B. The Fisher curve from A to B is defined as the parametric curve F : → 3 that maps each configuration X (βi) to a point I
θiθj (β), H(β) in the information space:
where I
(1) θiθj (β) and I (2) θiθj (β) denote the (i, j) components of the metric tensors g (1) ( θ) and g (2) ( θ), respectively, and H(β) denotes the entropy.
The motivation behind the Fisher curve is the development of a computational tool for the study and characterization of random fields. Basically, the Fisher curve of a system is the parametric curve embedded in this information-theoretic space obtained by varying the inverse temperature parameter β from an initial value β I to a final value β F . The resulting curve provides a geometrical interpretation about how the random field evolves from a lower entropy configuration A to a higher entropy configuration B (or vice-versa), since the Fisher information plays an important role in providing a natural metric to the Riemannian manifold of a statistical model [29, 55] . We will call the path from a global system configuration A to a global system configuration B as the Fisher curve (from A to B) of the system, denoted by F B A (β). Instead of using the notion of time as parameter to build the curve F , we parametrize F by the inverse temperature parameter β. In geometrical terms, we are trying to measure the deformation in the metric tensor of the stochastic model (local geometric property) induced by a displacement in the inverse temperature parameter direction.
We are especially interested in characterizing random fields by measuring and quantifying their behavior as the inverse temperature parameter deviates from zero, that is, when temperature leaves infinity. As mentioned before, the isotropic pairwise GMRF model belongs to the regular exponential family of distributions when the inverse temperature parameter is zero (T = ∞). In this case, it has been shown that the geometric structure, whose natural Riemannian metric is given by the Fisher information matrix (metric tensor), has constant negative curvature (hyperbolic geometry). Besides, Fisher information can be measured by two different but equivalent ways (information equality).
As the inverse temperature increases, the model starts to deviate from this known scenario, and the original Riemannian metric does not correctly represents the geometric structure anymore (since there is an additional parameter). The manifold which used to be 2D (surface) now slowly is transformed (deformed) to a different structure. In other words, as this extra dimension is gradually emerging (since β not null), the metric tensor is transformed (the original 2 × 2 Fisher information matrix becomes a 3 × 3 matrix). We believe that the intrinsic notion of time in the evolution of a random field composed by Gaussian variables is caused by the irreversibility of this deformation process, as the results suggest.
Computational Simulations
In this section, we present some experimental results using computational methods for simulating the dynamics and evolution of Gaussian random fields. All the simulations were performed by applying Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) algorithms for the generation of random field outcomes based on the specification of the model parameters. In this paper, we make intensive use of the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm [64] , a classic method in the literature. All the computational implementations are done using the Python Anaconda platform, which includes several auxiliary packages for scientific computing.
The main objective here is to measure I
θiθj (β) and H(β) along a MCMC simulation in which the inverse temperature parameter β is controlled to guide the global system behavior. Initially, β is set to β M IN = 0, that is, the initial temperature is infinite. In the following, β is linearly increased, with fixed increments ∆β, up to an upper limit β M AX . After that, the exact reverse process is performed, that is, the inverse temperature β is linearly decreased using the same fixed increments (−∆β) all the way down to zero. With this procedure, we are actually performing a positive displacement followed by a negative displacement along the inverse temperature parameter "direction" in the parametric space. By sensing each component of the metric tensor (Fisher information) at each point, we are essentially trying to capture the deformation in the geometric structure of the statistical manifold (parametric space) throughout the process.
The simulations were performed using the following parameter settings: µ = 0, σ 2 = 5 (initial value), A = β M IN = 0, B = β M AX = 0.5, ∆β = 0.001 and 1000 iterations. At the end of a single MCMC simulation, 2.1 GB of data is generated, representing 1000 random field configurations of size 512 × 512. Fig. 3 shows some samples of the random field during the evolution of the system.
Fisher Curves in Gaussian Random Fields
The goal of this investigation is to analyse the behavior of the metric tensor of the statistical manifold of a Gaussian random field by learning everything from data, including the inverse temperature parameter β. At each iteration of the simulation, the values of µ and σ 2 are updated by computing the sample mean and sample variance, respectively. The inverse temperature parameter is updated by computing the maximum pseudo-likelihood estimative.
In order to sense the local geometry of the parametric space during the random field dynamics, we have computed the values of all the components of the metric tensor at each iteration of the simulation. Since we are dealing with both forms of Fisher information (using the square of the first derivative and the negative of the second derivative) to investigate the information equality condition, both g (1) ( θ) and g (2) ( θ) tensors are being estimated. Fig. 4 shows a comparison between each component of g (1) ( θ) with its corresponding component in g (2) ( θ) along the entire simulation. At this point, some important aspects must be discussed. First, these results show that the components I µµ ( θ), I σ 2 σ 2 ( θ) and I σ 2 β ( θ) are practically negligible in comparison to I ββ ( θ) in terms of magnitude. Second, while the differences I
σ 2 β ( θ) are also negligible, the difference I 
ββ ( θ) is very significant, especially for larger values of β. And third, note that even though the total displacement in the inverse temperature direction adds up to zero (since β is updated from zero to 0.5 and back), I ββ ( θ) is highly asymmetric, which indicates that the deformations induced by the metric tensor to the statistical manifold when entropy is increasing are different than those when entropy is decreasing.
In practical terms, what happens to the metric tensor can be summarized as: by moving forward δ units in the β "axis" we sense an effect that is not always the inverse of the effect produced by a displacement of −δ units in the opposite direction. In other words, moving towards higher entropy states (when β increases) is different from moving towards lower entropy states (when β decreases). This effect, which resembles the conceptual idea of a hysteresis phenomenon [65] , in which the future output of the system depends on its history, is illustrated by a plot of the Fisher curve of the random field along the simulation. Making a analogy with a concrete example, it is like the parametric space were made of a plastic material, that when pressured by a force deforms itself. However, when the pressure is vanishing, a different deformation process takes place to recover the original shape. This natural orientation in the information space induces an arrow of time along the evolution of the random field. In other words, the only way to go from A to B by the red path would be running the simulation backwards. Note, however, that when moving along states whose variation in entropy is negligible (for example, a state A' in the same plane of constant entropy) the notion of time is not apparent. In other words, it is not possible to know whether we are moving forward or backwards in time, simply because at this point the notion of time is not clear (time behaves similar to a space-like dimension since it is possible to move in both directions in this information space, once the states A and A' are equivalent in terms of entropy, because there is no significant variation of H β ). During this period, it the perception of the passage of time is not clear, since the deformations induced by the metric tensor into the parametric space (manifold) are reversible for opposite displacements in the inverse temperature direction. Note also that, from a differential geometry perspective, the torsion of the curve seems to be related to the divergence between the two types of Fisher information. When I (1) ββ ( θ) diverges from I (2) ββ ( θ) the Fisher curve leaves the plane of constant entropy. The results suggest that the torsion of the curve at a given point could be related to the notion of the passage of time: large values suggest that time seems to be "running faster" (large change in entropy) while small values suggest the opposite (if we are moving through a plane of constant entropy then time seems to be "frozen").
Following the same strategy, the Fisher curves regarding the remaining components were generated. Figs. 6, 7 and 8 illustrates the obtained results. Note, however, that the notion of time is not captured in these curves. By looking at these measurements we cannot say whether the system is moving forwards or backwards in time, even for large variations on the inverse temperature parameter. Since the Fisher curves F 
Discussion
This section describes the main results obtained in this paper, focusing on the interpretation of the proposed mathematical model of hysteresis for the study of complex systems: the Fisher curve of a random field. Basically, when temperature is infinite (β = 0) entropy fluctuates around a minimum base value and the information equality prevails. From an information geometry perspective, a reduction in temperature (increase in β) causes a series of changes in the geometry of the parametric space, since the metric tensor (Fisher information matrix) is drastically deformed in an apparently non-reversible way, inducing the emergence of a natural orientation of evolution (arrow of time).
By quantifying and measuring an arrow of time in random fields, a relevant aspect that naturally arises concerns the notions of past and future. Suppose the random field is now in a state A, moving towards an increase in entropy (that is, β is increasing). Within this context, the analysis of the Fisher curves suggests a possible interpretation: past is a notion related to a set of states P = X (β−) whose entropies are below the current entropic plane of the state A. Equivalently, the notion of past could also be related to a set of states P = X (β+) whose entropies are above the current entropic plane, provided the random field is moving towards a lower entropy state.
Again, let us suppose the random field is in a state A and moving towards an increase in entropy (β is increasing). Similarly, the notion of future refers to a set of states F = X (β+) whose entropies are higher than the entropy of the current state A (or equivalently, future could also refer to the set of states F = X (β−) whose entropies are lower than A, provided that the random field is moving towards a decrease in entropy). According to this possible interpretation, the notion of future is related to the direction of the movement, pointed by the tangent vector at a given point of the Fisher curve. If along the evolution of the random field there is no significant change in the system's entropy, then time behaves similar to a spatial dimension, as illustrated by Fig. 9 .
Conclusions
In this paper, we addressed the problem of characterizing the emergence of an arrow of time in Gaussian random field models. To intrinsically investigate the effect of the passage of time, we performed computational simulations in which the inverse temperature parameter is controlled to guide the system behavior throughout different entropic states. Investigations about the relation between two important information theoretic measures, entropy and Fisher information, led us to the definition of the Fisher curve of a random field, a parametric trajectory embbeded in an information space, which characterizes the system behavior in terms of variations in the metric tensor of the statistical manifold. Basically, this curve provides a geometrical tool for the analysis of random fields by showing how different entropic states are "linked" in terms of Fisher information, which is, by definition, the metric tensor of the underlying random field model parametric space. In other words, when the random field moves along different entropic states, its parametric space is actually being deformed by changes that happen in Fisher information matrix (the metric tensor). In this scientific investigation we observe what happens to this geometric structure when the inverse temperature parameter is modified, that is, when temperature deviates from infinity, by measuring both entropy and Fisher information. An indirect subproblem involved in the solution of this main problem was the estimation of the inverse temperature parameter of a random field, given an outcome (snapshot) of the system. To tackle this subproblem, we used a statistical approach known as maximum pseudo-likelihood estimation, which is especially suitable for random fields, since it avoids computations with the joint Gibbs distribution, often computationally intractable. Our obtained results show that moving towards higher entropy states is different from moving towards lower entropy states, since the Fisher curves are not the same. This asymmetry induces a natural orientation to the process of taking the random field from an initial state A to a final state B and back, which is basically the direction pointed by the arrow of time, since the only way to move in the opposite direction is by running the simulations backwards. In this context, the Fisher curve can be considered a mathematical model of hysteresis in which the natural orientation is given by the arrow of time. Future works may include the study of the Fisher curve in other random field models, such as the Ising and q-state Potts models. ββ ( θ). Note that, from an information geometry perspective, the most relevant component in this geometric deformation process of the statistical manifold is the one regarding the inverse temperature parameter. Two important aspects that must be remarked are: 1) there is a large divergence between I
(1) ββ ( θ) and I (2) ββ ( θ), that is, the information equality condition fails when β deviates from zero; 2) Although the total displacement in the β "axis" adds up to zero, I
(1) ββ ( θ) is highly asymmetric, which indicates that the deformations induced by the metric tensor to the statistical manifold when entropy is increasing are different from those when entropy is decreasing. Figure 9 . The Fisher curve, an arrow of time and notions of past and future in the evolution of a Gaussian random field. When there is no significant change in entropy, the deformations in the metric tensor components are reversible and therefore the arrow of time is not visible (no hysteresis is observed)
